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The noble House of Sela is shattered. Its five children, once heirs to a bustling port, are scattered

around the Encircled Sea. Their kingdom, the ancient land of Zohar, lies in ruin following a

devastating invasion.As the dust settles, new fires kindle.In a shattering world, the pieces are up for

grabs. Here fleets clash at sea, and desert warriors battle among dunes and ancient ruins; cloaked

conspirators gather in shadowy alleyways, vowing to slay their emperor; and a girl seeks the magic

of light beyond guardians of shadow. In a land of sand and splendor, glory will go to those with the

sharpest steel and the hardest hearts. One war has ended. Now the world will burn.When the

Encircled Sea storms, kingdoms are no sturdier than sandcastles. Rulers and rebels battle for

golden thrones, but will they find only crowns of rust?
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This awesome new fantasy series continues with this second book.Daniel has managed to mix

magic with the brutal life of a Roman like Empire.Loved it can't wait for book 3. If you love Game of



thrones or Gladiator you will love this book.Complex and interesting characters. Action. Love.

Magic. Revenge. Betrayal.It's all here, told in a stunning story.

This second book in the series is also awesome. The characters come alive, the scenery is so

descriptive it feels touchable and the battles seem real and the reader feels as though they are in

the middle of every battle fighting just as hard as the characters. I can't wait to begin Book 3.

In this second book, we get more familiar with the characters and story. We get to deal more with

the results of a war, the victory and the defeat that follows. I feel much more invested in the second

book than i did at the end of the first book, much more anxious for the 3rd book now.

One of the many things you will love about this author is the way he leaves real life and Legend in

one book he truly is a master you will be Spellbound and wanting more and more as you read the

characters will become your friends and companions on your journey.

I loved this series very intriguing so much adventure . I loved every character so magical some parts

were sad but so good . Can't wait to read next book .would definitely recommend to a freind.

This story twists and turns and takes the most unexpected paths. The characters are so richly

developed. The series is a super good read so far!

As good as the first installment, easy read with well developed characters including several strong

women. Can't wait for the next one.

Can't believe Daniel's ability to tell a story! The second book is even better than the first. Anxiously

awaiting book three!
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